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Give your website the hosting it deserves with our industry-leading UK platform. It’s been built from the
ground up by industry experts to provide advanced security and reliability at speeds you won’t believe. It’s
a hosting experience like no other.
Key features:

YES MARVELOUS INDEED

• Powerful market-leading technology
• User-friendly control panel with 70+ one-click install apps
• Secure, state-of-the-art UK data centre
• Choice of Windows or Linux hosting
• Email accounts included as standard
• Friendly UK support
• Great value for money
• Supports all programming languages and frameworks

A hosting platform like no other
Our powerful, bespoke hosting platform has been designed for you by experts with over twenty years’
industry experience. We provide you with unbeatable load-balanced cloud hosting, meaning there’s no
single point of failure and your website performance will never be aﬀected by other users’ websites,
visitors or activity. All servers have SSD storage as standard, and we’ve optimised every part of your
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experience for maximum speed and security. Our hosting is designed to scale as your website grows,
meaning the same great performance no matter how popular you get.
We have a range of web hosting packages available to suit most web space, bandwidth and database
requirements. However, if you need a custom solution, we’re more than happy to create a unique plan that
works for you.

State-of-the-art UK data centre
Our state-of- the-art data centre oﬀers the latest in security and environmental technologies and is manned
24/7, ensuring your data and websites are secure and monitored at all times. We have a resilient national
network and enterprise level cloud platform so you get the best possible hosting experience.

Feature-rich control panel
Manage your websites, databases, email, files, and every other aspect of your hosting account straight from
your bespoke control panel. We’ve developed it ourselves to ensure a sleek, modern and user-friendly
experience.
As well as containing all the practical features you need, your control panel comes with lots of useful extras,
including a range of website tools and 70+ one-click installs of popular software titles such as WordPress,
Joomla!, Drupal, Magento, OpenCart, and more.

Multi-channel UK support
We have a huge support database oﬀering a wide range of guides and tutorials, but if you need one-to-one
guidance simply get in touch with our friendly support team. All our support is UK based and we never
outsource it, meaning you’re always speaking to someone who understands our services and platforms
inside out.
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